Hi Rob
Sorry about the extended delay in writing to you. I've been sat on a spit of, as yet undeveloped land on the banks of the Elbe. Although my
computer was fritzed, it at least gave me time to think about your work and Hamburg was a good spot given it was the home of Aby Warburg,
the art historian I mentioned to you previously. In fact his library was originally there and remained in the city after his death, only being
removed to London in the earliest years of Nazi Germany. Had it remained it would almost certainly have been broken up and destroyed
given it's broad ranging content of prehistoric, classical, ethnic and modern arts, as well as spirituality, science and mysticism. Regardless it
would more than likely have been broken up due to the Warburgs being Jewish.
This history aside Aby Warburg came to mind when seeing the images of your mood maps. There's a certain similarity between your images
and those of Warburg's Mnemosyne Atlas: A Picture Series Examining the Function of Preconditioned Antiquity-Related Expressive Values
for the Presentation of Eventful Life in the Art of the European Renaissance. Apart from its long title the Atlas was a series of panels he
arranged from images found in his bibliography. Each panel was photographed in a manner not too dissimilar to your own, and then broken
down again, returning the images to their source on the shelves. Warburg continued working on this project, arranging images into more
than 40 panels before his death with no definitive conclusion. His aim was to propose a theory of visual language through diverse arts and
artifacts that transgressed social divisions - a heirarchy, if you will, of signs and signifiers with universal meaning.
Of course, this now sounds slightly absurd. Any form of universal is barely even considered nowadays and I don't want to suggest that you
might be attempting the same grand historical project, but it did make me wonder what your work proposes about today, in contrast with
Warburg. Actually it nagged at me particularly once I tried to piece together your sculptures with cats, and the bust you proposed of the
originator or inventor of the smiley emoticons. At first they seemed to be quite disparate. But after a while I began to build a picture of how
these might come together. So I guess I'm writing now to suggest a possible reading and I'd be interested to know what you think.
My first sticking point was to do with the times we live in. Warburg’s Atlas is a high modernist ideal born of a sense of singularity. The
reasons for this can be variously rooted in mono-atheism, rationalism and Hegelian critiques of aesthetics and judgment. While the cusp of
post-modernity was signalled by Benjamin - a correspondent of Warburg - through his consideration of arts’ advance into mechanical
reproduction ad infinitum it still holds onto some kind of drive of progress built on a knowledge of the past that remains firmly within the
realms of the academic and the modern.
The zeitgeist of today is quite different. To a post-colonial worldview the idea of any grand project or truth lies variously trashed and
degraded. Indeed, one could claim that the only true truth is that of the subjective everyday - the profane, rather than the sacred. The
detritus you have arranged in your Mood Boards seems to be drawn from this quotidian mire. At odds with Warburg’s panels, and the
aspirational life styles that these kind of arrangements seek to distill in their commercial applications, your pathetic (by which I mean full of
pathos!) versions undermine attempts to refine cultural meaning down to simple prompts.
Which leads me on to my second strand of thought. As I mentioned earlier, Warburg was aiming to define a visual language, set something in
stone if you like. It is assumed today that languages evolve almost organically, mutating from location to location until multiple dictionaries
and syntaxes have emerged.
The limits of my knowledge of Warburg mean I am not sure if he was suggesting that there is some authentic original or ‘natural’ visual
language from which the discreet babbles might emerge - but contemporary thought has language almost appearing as a negotiated realm
which is learnt through an organic development (see Massumi, for instance). What I find interesting about the coincidence in your work is
that a form of language can be identified as being ‘invented’ by an individual – similar to coining a phrase I guess.
Together, your panels and the bust appear to bring up the question of how languages are owned and shared, while simultaneously
emphasizing the individual’s (in this case your own?) formation of language in playing with the signs around us, particularly those that have
seemingly little intrinsic value. Oddly, the German language is capable of this – with a more limited vocabulary than English it becomes
almost modular.
Anyway, I’ll leave you with these thoughts, and look forward to seeing you at your opening!
Best
Kit
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